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As argued in session 2, understanding the relationships and

dynamics among these sub-systems is crucial in the design and

evaluation of system-level interventions (SLI) and interventions with

system-wide effects.



Systems thinking: A case illustration

Pay-For-Performance (P4P)

(supply-side)

Performance-Based Funding (PBF)

Conditional Cash Transfer (CCTs)

(demand-side)

to boost HS performance (SLI)



The case is: 

A low income country, Tuberculosis care and treatment is unacceptably

weak, and that a P4P program could be used to increase the effective

coverage of TB DOTS.

P4P will be paid to TB DOTS health care providers every six month upon

achievements of targets for increased coverage (utilization and adherence)

rate. Eventually, decrease in TB morbidity and mortality.

Sub-systems involved: service delivery + financing



Conventional approach to P4P:

This just purchases and supports a narrow component of health delivery.

The P4P intervention targets service delivery through increased financing,

and operates on the assumption that health workers will change something

in the quality of DOTS service delivery to improve patient uptake and

adherence.

Improved quality more effective coverage better health

better equity and responsiveness of the HS itself





Systems perspective to P4P: 

Systems thinking goes beyond to consider input, output, initial,

intermediate and final outcomes, and feedbacks, flows, control and

context.

Since P4P is a major, high-cost, SLI operating through a new financing

mechanism it demands a system thinking perspective including fuller

use of system leadership and broader networks (stakeholders), systems

organization and systems knowledge.





Ten Steps to Systems Thinking:

I. Intervention design

1. Convene stake holders

2. Collectively brainstorm

3. Conceptualize effects

4. Adapt and redesign

II. Evaluation design

5. Determine indicators

6. Choose methods

7. Select design

8. Develop plan and timeline

9. Set a budget

10. Source funding



Part I: The Intervention Design

Step 1

Convene stakeholders

Identify and convene stakeholders representing each building block, plus

selected intervention designers and implementers, users of the health

system, and representatives of the research community.

There are some methods to identify stakeholders: context mapping and

stakeholder analysis and common sense.



Step 2: 

Collectively brainstorm

Collectively deliberate on possible system-wide effects of the proposed

intervention respecting system characteristics (feedback loops, time

delays, policy resistance, etc.) and system dynamics.

Design team is created.



Step 3:

Conceptualize effects (positive and negative effects)

Develop a conceptual pathway mapping how the intervention will affect

health and the health system through its sub-systems with particular

attention to feedback loops.

This conceptual pathway of dynamic interactions shows how the

intervention will trigger reactions in the system and how the system

might respond.

Tools to be used: “concept mapping” and “systems dynamic modeling”



Step 4:

Adapt and redesign

Adapt and redesign (in light of the first three steps) the proposed

intervention to optimize synergies and other positive effects while

avoiding or minimizing any potentially major negative effects.

It may need to go through the cycle again.
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Part II: The evaluation Design

Step 5

Determine indicators

Decide on indicators that are important to track in the re-designed

intervention across the affected sub-systems.

What processes, issues and contexts are important to track over time in the

evaluation, considering the major positive and negative hypothesized and

discussed during steps 1-4. (refer to book)



Step 6:

Choose methods

Decide on evaluation methods to best track the indicators.

Select the best methods to generate the required data.

To deal with the complexity of large-scale system-level interventions, the

evaluation should include four components:

Process evaluation: for adequacy

Context evaluation: for transferability

Effects evaluation: to gauge interventions’ effects across all sub-systems

Economic evaluation: to determine value for money



Process evaluation

What processes of change lead to observed effects, why outcomes

might have not changed, if intervention is working within and across

the sub-systems.

Governance sub-system; policy formulation, program acceptability,

priority setting.

Financial sub-system; financial flows, infrastructure and supplies.

Human resources; training and availability of guidelines.



Context evaluation

Whether the observed effects are due to intervention, if not, why?

It is essential for the eventual transferability of the results by

documenting circumstances in which the intervention operated.

Effects evaluation

Describes and quantifies the intervention’s health outcomes as well

as its impact on effective coverage, quality of care and equity.

Economic evaluation

Measures the intervention’s cost-effectiveness by looking at

incremental costs of implementing the intervention from the provider

and wider societal perspectives.





Step 7:

Select design

Opt for the evaluation design that best manages the methods and fits the

nature of the intervention.

There are some evaluation designs particularly well-suited to system-level

interventions:

 Probability design

 Plausibility design

 Adequacy design

to be continued




